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Abstract 

In this pager the pamllel bencivnank code PsrSWM u 
used to evaluate the performance of the venabr-supplied 
implementations of the MPI message-passing standard on 
the Intel Paragon, IBM SP2, and Crq Research T3D. This 
study is meant to complement the performance evaluation 
of individual MPI commands by providing informarion on 
the practical significance of MP1 performance on the exe- 
cution of a communication-intensive application c& In 
parnbthr; thme perfonnancc questions an addnsscd. how 
impoitant is the commwricarion pmtocoi in &tenninhg 
pqfomance when using MPI. how docJ MPI pe@oo"M"cc 
c ~ m p ~ m  with that of the Mtivc communication library and 
how &cient are the collective communication mutines. 

1. Introduction 

The MPI masagapassing interface standard [71 holds 
great promise in providing both portsbility and, through a 
very rich model for in~process communication. perform- 
ance efficiency for application, library, and compile d6 
velopas. The active participation of numerous vendors in 
the standardization process and the early a~pearance of both 
portable and platfom-specific implementations of tbe l ib  
rary bode well for its succtss. In this paper, we evaluate 
the current status of the vendor-supplied implementations of 
MPI on the Intel Paragon, the IBM SP2, and the Cray Re- 
search T3D in terms of the foIlowing performance issues: 

0 sensitivity of performance to choice of communication 
protocot 

0 relative performance as compared with proprietary 
messagepassing libraries 

e relative performance of collective communication 
routines as compared with portable implementations 

\,I- 

In short, we are interested in determining how best to use 
MPI, and what, if anything, is given up by its usage. 

A typical approach to evaluating interpnxxssor commu- 
nication and communication libraries is to measure the per- 
formance of individual commands in isolation or in small 
kernels representing common communication M o n s  [2], 
[6]. While these types of experiments arc a nectssary step 
in an evaluation, the communication protocols ad the con- 
trolled measurement enviroMlent used in the experiments 
may not be typical of how the commands are used in prac- 
tice, and it can be difficult for an application developer to 
interpret the results. 

This study is meant to complement the l o w  level" stud- 
ies of MPI commaads by providing a qualitative evaluation 
based on q u a n t i t a t i v e m t s  of MPI pafonnance in 
a spacific application code. The study is qualitative in that 
the results reflect the peculiarities of the application code, 
but the ovaall conclusions as to MPI performance should 
be more generally applicable. 

In this study we use tbe ParkBeach [a] compact applica- 
tion code PSTSWM [lo], [Ill .  PSTS'WM is a parallel al- 

linear shallow water equations on a rotating Spaae using 

to evaluate strategies for parallelizing spectral global am+ 
spheric circulation modeIs (31, (41, and has imbedded a large 
number of parallel algorithm options. Among tbese options 
arc numerous choices for tbe communication protocols used 
to implement the different parallel algorithms and numerous 
choices of messagepassing layer, including MPL 

The version of PsrSwM used here differs from that 
cumntly used in the ParkBench benchmark suite. Fmt, 
this new version uses FFT and BLAS math library routines 
when available on a given platform. l h i s  improves com- 
putational pedormance thus increasing sensitivity to com- 
munication performance Tbe new version also includes 
the "double tmsposc" parallel m, a new parallel al- 

gorithm testbtd a d  beachmark code that SOlvts the 000- 

the spectral transfom method, PSTSWM was developad 
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gorithm that b d in the study. Finally, the new 
version includes 41s to the MPI collective commands 
MPULL3DALLV and MPIUREDUCE as two of the 
parallel algorithm implementation options and includes the 
c o d  MPLSENDRECV as one of the communication 
protoall options. 

2. Methodology 

PSTSWM is a spectral timestepping code. During each 
timesteg of tbe model simulation, the state variables of 
the problem arc transformed between the physical domain, 
wbae most of the physical f o m  arc calculated, and the 
spectral domain, where the tams of the differential qua- 
tions arc evaluated. Ihe physical domain is a tensor 
product longitudelatitude-vertical grid, and transforming 
from physical Coordinates to spectral coordinates involves 
performing a fast real Fourier transform (FFI') for each line 
of constant latitude, followed by integration over latitude us- 
ing Gaussian quadrature, approximating the Legendre trans- 
form o. ' he  inverse transform involves evaluating sums 
of spectral coefficients ("inverse L1") and inverse real FFlk. 

The parallel algorithms in PSTSWM arc based on de- 
compositions of tbe physical and spectral computational do- 
mains ova a logical twdimensional processor mes& of 
size PX x PI. For theFFTand LT, there are two general fam- 
ilies of parallel algorithms: distributed algorithms, using a 
bed data decomposition and computing results where they 
arc assigned, and transpose algorithms, remapping the do- 
mains to allow the transforms to be calculated sequentially. 

In this study we examine MPI performance for two dif- 
fennt parallel algorithms: DP, a @)istributed FFI' with a 
(P)ipelined distributed LT, and TN, a oransposc FFI' with 
a (N)onpipelincd distributed LT. Neither of these are neces- 
sarily optimal for the underlying problem or for the given 
phtfoxms, although they arc reasonable, nor are they ne- 
cessarily appropriate for comparing performance between 
platforms. (In other studies we have investigated choos- 
ing appropriate algorithms for each platform and problem 
size to allow for fair intennachine benchmarking [3].) In- 
stead, these parallel algorithm were chosen because they 
have significantly different messagepassing characteristics 
and exercise different aspects of messagepassing perform- 
ancc, and because the second parallel algorithmcan be im- 
plemented using MPI colkctive communication routines. 

Communication for the distributed FFT in algorithm DP 
consists of (1 + log, PX) swaps of qual size messages in a 
buttertly pattern, with some overlap of communication and 
computation possible at the cost of doubling the number 
of messages. Communication for the distributed LT in al- 
gorithm DP consists of (PI - l) sendlreceive pairs of equal 
size messages t d h m  neighbors in a logical ring, and is ar- 
ranged to allow significant overlap of communication and 

computation (without any additional cost). 
The tmsposc FFT used in algorithmTN is li "double 

tmspose" in whicb a transpose is pafonned both befare 
and rfta ?he returning the data decomposition to a 
similar state. CIhe rationale behind the double transpose ir 
that it minimizes the load imbalance.) Communication for 
each tntnspose consists of (PX - 1) swap or sendhccive 
pain (depending on the ordering of the communication) of 
equal size messages in an all-to-all pattan. Each maspose 
is functionalIy equivalent to MPW3OALLV. 

Tbe distributed LT used in algorithm TN compleLer all 
local computation before invoking a parallel vector sum 
routine. Tbe vector sum is impIementd using a variaat of 
the algorithm proposed in [8]. Communication for tbe vec- 
tor sum consists of log3 PI swaps of decreasing sitt, each 
half the size of the previous swap, done twice far tbe for- 
ward transform but with no communication during tbe in- 
verse. Tbe vector sum is equivalent to MPUUREDUCE 
using the predefined opuator MPLSUM. 

With tbe exception of rhe tuning runs mentioned in the 
next section, all experiments involved five day simulations 
of the standard benchmarking problem specified in [9], np 
resenting the calculation of solid body rotation steady state 
flow, using 64 bit precision. n o  diffmnt problem sizes 
were considend: T42, using a physical grid of size 64 x 
128 x 16, pad "35, using aphysid grid of size 128 x 256 x 
16. Expaimcnts were xun on logical processor meshes of 
size4 x 4.4 x 8.8 x 8, and 8 x 16, as well as on meshes of 
size 16 x 16 and 16 x 32 on the Paragon. 

'Ibe logical mesh topology is implemented explicitly in 
the application code, not using the MPI topology routines. 
With the exception of the collective communication exper- 
iments described in the next d o n ,  a row major ((i,f + 
i + j - PI) or column major ( ( i , j )  + j + i PY) linear 
encoding was used to map the logical mesh to the physical 
proctssors, and the same topology and processor ordering 
wae used for both MPI and native implementations. On the 
Paragon a d  T3D. the logical meshes w m  "mapped" onto 

ing tbesecorrd and third mesh dintensionson tbeT3D as a 
single dimension. No information was available on tbe lay- 
out of the physical processors used in the SP2 expcrimenu, 
and the row major encoding was used in all experiments. 

FlT and BLAS routines fromthe Wand ESSL libraries 
were used on the Paragon and Sp2, rpectively. The coms- 
ponding routines arc missing from the T3D math libraries, 
and T3D d t s  reported here usc PSTSWM-specific For- 
tran subroutines for these functions. 

physicalprooessormesheswiththesame aspeCtrati0,tnat- 

2.1. Sensitivity and Robustness 

Ail intuprocessor communications in PSTSWM are 
based on tbe SWAP or SENDREV functions. These can 



beimplemented usingMPISENDRECV,ortheycanbeim- 
plemcntbd "by hand" using combinations of the many other 
MPI point-to-point commands. Moreova, the different 

M o n s  can be separated, allowing, for example, receive- 
ahead algorithms in which nonblocking w i v e  requests for 

in whicb computation is interleaved with the send and re- 
ceiverequests [ll]. 

In order to evaluate the performance sensitivity of MPI to 
these types of optimizations, we hrst conducted thousands of 
short "tuning" experiments to identify a subset of good com- 
munication protocols. We then compand PSTSWM per- 
formance when using the optimal MPI communication pro- 
taco1 (detumined over the subset) with performance when 
using the "default" MPISENDRECN protocol. Note that 
the tuning experiments were also a rigorous test of the to- 
bustness of the MPI point-to-point communication routines. 

rtages Of the hand-impl~entd SWAP urd SENDRECV 

multiple SWAPS are posted togetha, or overlap algorithms 

2.2. Comparison with Native Libraries 

Vendor-supplied MPI is still relatively new on most plat- 
forms, and often thae exist alternative proprietary ("nat- 
ive") communication libraries. In time, we expect MPI to be 
the high performance communication layer on most MPPs, 
but currently there may be a disaepancy in performance 
between the native libraries a d  MPI that can be exploited 
for applications with critical performance requirements. 

In order to examine this possibility, we repeated the tun- 
ing exercises desaibed above to identify optimal commu- 
nication protocols for the native libraries and compared 

plementations and the "optimal" native implementations. 
We also examined whether the optimal MPI protocols arc 
system-specific (reflecting the optimal protocols of the nat- 
ive library), MPI-specific (common mss the different plat- 
forms), or implementation-specific (different for each MPI 

On the Paragon, the native libmy is NX. On the SP2, 
the native library is MPL. On the 'BD, we implemen- 
ted an application-specific messagepassing layer on top 
of SHMEM, the low level library supporting direct read 
and write h d t o  the memory of other processors. The 
SHMEM implementation takes advantage of the fact that, 
in PSTSWM, tagged message passing is not needed. SG 
leaion by some is sufficient, lbis allows us to imple- 
ment a very efficient SWAP and SENDRECV. This is a fair 
comparison in that, while the native library here is not a 
traditional message-passing library, using MPI for SWAP 
and SENDRECV may show n d d  perf- O V ~  an 
appIication-specific implemmtation. 'fbc new MPI-2 stand- 
ard will include one-way reads and writes (like SHMEM), 
When this is introdud, one-way nads and writes can be in- 

P s m  performance between the "optimal" MPI im- 

oa each platform). 

cotporated into the Mm communication protocol sauitivity 
studies. 

2.5. Collective Communication 

Ihe collective communication routines (should) npns- 
eat highly optimized implanentatioas comparabIe to math 
library functions. In comqwacc, we compand the per- 
formance of parallel algorithm TN implemented wing h@I 
collective routine3 with that of the best (native 01 MPl)  
implementation using the equivalent PSTSWM Fortran 
routines. T i n g s  using the MPI collective routines wen 
made both with the "default" tnapping and with the process 
numbering resulting from a call to MPLCARTXREAIE 
with the reorder option specified, allowing the system to 
pick a better mapping if possible. The timings for the For- 
tran implementations wen all made using the default map 
ping. 

We also present data from instnrmeated runs to identify 
how much time is spent in the transpose and reduction 
routines. While much can was taken to ensure the accuracy 
of these mtasurcments, tbey arc only approximate in that 
load imbalances show up as communication cost and con- 
taminate the comparison. Fortunately, TN has the best load 
balance of all the parallel algdthm options. 

3. Results 

The following data was collected in Match and April 
of 1996 on the 1024 processors Paragon XP/S 150 MP at 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory* on the 160 processor Sp2 
at NASA Ames Research Center, and on a 128 proctssor 
T3D at Cray Researcb inEagea, MN. The Paragon wasrun- 
ning OSWl Paragon Release 1.4, which includes a version 
of bothMP1 and NX communication libraries. Ibe SPZ was 
running version 4.133 of the AM operating system and 
version 2.1.0.8 of the paraUcl operating environmeat @oe) 

ning version IS-9.0 of the opaating system and version 1.4a 
of the CRUEPCC MPI communication libmy. Note that 
the SF2 at NASA Ames is ahomogeneous system in whicb 
timesharing of individual prooess~s is not allowed, and tbus 
is a good site for pezformancc measurements. 

and p d k l  and switch software @ssp). ' T h  T3D w a ~  11111- 

3.1. Application Characterization 

We begin by presenting a chirracterization of the commu- 
nication cost in ps?SwM f a  all three platforms. Figure 1 
contains graphs of the runtime of the fastest implanenta- 
tions as a function of the numbu of pmxsors. Tbe "Idmi" 
curves wengcnaatedbysubtractingthemcasuredco,mmu- 
nication time from the fastest 16praxssw~n  to get an cs- 
timate of the computational time, tbta plotting this compu- 
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Figure 1. Runtimes for fastest implementations of 
PSTSWM. 
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Figure 2. Communication prcentagcs for fastest im- 
plementations 



tUionrl time Crtimate for larger numbers of prawson by 
assuming perfa scaling. 

Figure 2 umtsins graphs of the percentaee of time spent 
in communication routines for the fastest implementations 
as a fuactionof the number of processors. As witbthedir- 
cd meanrremeats of time spent in collective communica- 
tion routines, the percentage of communication is d i W t  
to measure. We believe the estimates to be reasonably 1c- 
cwate, baving taken great care in the experimental design, 
and if anything, are M underestimate. 
Note that tbe "30 and the Paragon have similar com- 

munication pacentages up to 128 processcws. The SP2 has 
a much hi- communication pacentage, which is a con- 
sequence of tbe relatively faster computation and tbe relat- 
ively slower communication capabilities of the SP2. Tbus, 
the SP2 will be more sensitive to communication perform- 
ance than the Paragon or the T3D. However, the results of 
the sensitivity analysis are still comparabk across the plat- 
forms in that the difference in commnkatiodcomputation 
ratio between the SP2 and the others Sects all codes. E- 
aally, note that algorithm DP has a Iowa communication 
percentage than algorithm TN even though it is the slower 
algorithm for tbcse problem cases. This is bacause the com- 
putational rate for algorithm DP is Iowa, due to the dis- 
tributed nature of the transform, and because the attempt to 
overlap communication and computation CBII caw the in- 
strumentation logic to mislabel some communication cost as 
computational cost. 

5.2. Robustness 

All three of the vendor-supplied MPI libraries arc very 
robust with respect to the point-to-point communication 
routines exercised by the tuning experiments. 

3.3. Protocol Sensitivity 

F i p  3 contains graphs of the percentage degradation 
h m  using tbe default protocol (using MPLSENDRECV) 
instead of the optimal MPI protocol: 

100 (defauluime - optimal,time)/optimalAmc 
This is degraaation in the runtime of the entire code h m  
a change in tbe communication protocol. To infer the ab- 
solute differe~x in the communication cost, these results 
should be compared with communication percentage graphs 
in Fig. 2. 

MPI on the T3D is not sensitive to tbe communication 
protocol by this measure, simply indicating that the default 
protocol is an optimal or optimal communication pro- 
tocol.?bisiseithetanasset,indicatingthatnoperfonnaPce 
is being lost by using the generic command, or an indica- 
tion that the otba MPI point-&point commands are not im- 
plemented efficiently. It is not possible to determine which 
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Figure 3. Peaforrnancc Degradation from Using De- 
fault Protocol 



from these results, butthe comparison with the native impb 
mencations in the next scdion implies that the implemcnta- 
tion of the nonblocking commands could be improved. 

On the Paragon, the utility of protocols that ovalap corn- 
munication and computation is c l d y  shown by the im- 
provement in algorithm DP pafonnaacc when optimizing 
the communication protocol. The TN results indicate that 
the optimal protoools allow some latency to be hidden, but 
it is not a significant effect until the communication percent- 
age is quite large. 

Tbe SPZ results are more diffilt to intapret, although 
the trends appear ckar for larger numbers of processors. 
(Time results arc reproducible.) Apparently, the op 

ing latency, as evidenced by the small problem size runs, 
but that pexformance for the more bandwidth-iimited lar- 
ger problem size is less sensitive to the communication pro- 
tocol. Note that DP and TN show similar trends, so the 
SP2 implementation is not exploiting significant communic- 
ationlcomputation overlap. 

t i 4  e~mmunicati~n ptotocols efftctive at hid- 

3.4. Comparison with Native Libraries 

figure 4 contains graphs of the percentage degradation 
from using the optimal MPI implementation instead of the 
optimal native implementation. As before, this is degrada- 
tion in the runtime of the entire code from using the vendor- 
supplied MPI instead of an altanative proprietary commu- 
nication layer. 

On the SP2, the optimal MPL implementations have a 
slight advantage, but when compared to the communication 
percentage on the SP2, these differences are not significant. 
What is not indicated here is that we found MPI to be more 
robust than MPL, which hung when using a few protocols 
that should have worked. Also, MPL, was relatively insens- 
itive to the choice of communication protocol, with the de- 
fault (MP-BSENDRECV) being optimal or near optimal a 
large parentage of tbe time. 'Ibis is in distinct contrast to 
MPI on the SP2, indicating that the performance of these 
communication libraries is m o a  strongly a function of tbe 
implementation than of the performance characteristics of 
the underlying hardware and system software. 

On the Paragon, the degradation in performance tracks 
the increase in communication percentage very well for al- 
gorithm TN, indicating a consistent dif€erence between the 
performance of the NX and MPI message passing. 'Ibe 
degradation in the performance of algorithm DP inaeases 
faster than the inaease in communication percentage for 
large numbers of processors, possibly implying that ovalap 
is not as efficiently exploited wbea using the MPI library. 
Given the close matcb between NX ad MPI semantics, it 
is surprising that the pedonnance of the MPI and NX im- 
plementations is not closer. but the diffwnce in the over- 
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Figure 4. Pexfomancc Degradation from Using MPI 
Implementation 



dl runtime is not significant until at least 128 proceuar n 
used. Note that the optimal communication potocdr me 
nearly the same for NX and MPI, indicating that pcdm- 
ancc is strongly a function of the underlying rystan pr- 
fonnance characteristics. 

On the T3D9 there is a distinct advantage to using 
application-specific message passing implemented using 
SHMEM. 'Ihe CRvEpCc implementation of MPI is built on 
tbe SHMEhcoFT command, which has half the pafarm- 

communication protocols in PSTSWM. lhis performance 
difference between SHMEMPUT and SHMEkLGET ex- 
plains about half of the measund performance &gradation 
shown in Fig. 4. Ibe rest may be attributable to inefficient 
implementations of the nonblocking MPI commands, p~ 
venting computationlcornmunicatiation overlap and latency 
hiding that arc exploited more effectively in tbe SHMEM 
implementation of PSTSWM. 

of the SHMEMPUT c o d  d in the optimal 

5.5. Collective Communication 

Figure 5 contains graphs of the penxntage degradation 
from using the MPI collective routines MPIAUTt3TAU.V 
and MPLALLRJDUCE in algorithm TN instead of the op 
timal Fortran implementation, both for the total mntime and 
for the time spent in the collective communication routines. 

for tbe diffemnt platforxns. 'Ihe results arc all in tams of 
the default (linear encoding) mapping of tk logical pro- 
cessor mesh. Any effects of using the mapping genaated 
by MPLCARTXREA3E are described in the text. 

nie Paragon results are peculiar. 'Ihe percentage of de- 
gradation is approximately constant with respea to the num- 
ber of processors for the total runtime, witb the pafow- 
ancc of the collective routines being very poor for small 
numbers of ploctssors and relatively good for Iarge numbas 
of processors. Using the processor ordering generated by 
MPLCAR'LCREATE bas little effect on tbe patormance 
results. 
Tbe SP2 results show uniformly medioae pdorma~ce 

for tbe collective routines. ?he "up and down" behavior of 
in the graphs reflects that, for example, going from 32 to 64 
processors changes the aspect ratio from 4 x 8 to 8 x 8. thus 
ingeasing the parallelism in the transpose FFT but not in the 
distributed LT. Apparently, the two collective commaads arc 
not equally poorpedonnen. Unfortunately, the interactions 
between the two make it difficult to separate theii perform- 
ance difference in these experiments. Using the procmot 
orduing generated by MPLCARTERENE has no consist- 
ent or significant &at on the pcdrmance results. 

On the T3D the MPI collective communication impb 
mentation of algorithm TN is competitive with the op 
timal MPI Fortran implementation for up to 64 processors. 

Note that the range Of the Y-axis V&S betwetn tbe graphs 
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but is significantly worsc for the 128 processor runs. In 
comparison with the optimal SHMEM Fortfan implementa- 
tion, tbe colleaive communication routines perform p r l y  
for all numbas of processors. Looking at the profile 
data in more dctail, it is clear that the problem is primar- 
ily io t l ~ ~  MPLALLREDUCE command, which is three 
to five times dower than the SHMEM implementation, 
and d e s  poorly. Note that improvement is also pos- 
sible in M P W ~ X L L V ,  which is always slower than 
the SHMEM implanentation, Using the pn>cessor ordering 
generated by MPLCARTXREAIE improves performance 
somewhat ovw using the default mapping, and the gain ap- 
pcats to inaease slightly with the number of processors, but 
the qualitative performance behavior does not change. 

4. Conclusions 

As with any benchmarking exercise, perfonnance will 
undoubtedly change with time, hopefully for the better. We 
expea tbc vendor-supplied implementations of MPI to con- 
tinue to improve and hope that our results will be useful in 

In summay. we found all three vendor-supplied imple- 
mentations of MP1 to be robust, at least with respect to the 
standard point-to-point communication routines and to the 
two collective communication routines used in PSTSWM. 

Tbe thne machines showed different sensitivities to 
communication protocol optimization and different optimal 
communication protocols. ' Ihis result is unlikely to disap- 
pear in the future, and users may want to consider writ- 
ing wrappas around the communication routines to make it 
simpla to 'tetune" codes when porting between platforms. 

ovaall, MPI ptrformance was nasonable compared to 
the altanative proprietary message-passing layers, and per- 
formance should continue to improve over time. MPI 
on the T3D should probably be implemented on top of 
SHMEMpllT for performance reasons. MPICH [5] is im- 
plemented in this fashion, but it does not work cmntly  
for this code on the T3D (due to a known problem in the 
implementation of MPICH) so it is unclear how difficult a 
SHMEMPUT implementation will be. 

Tbe MPI cotlective communication routine perfomance 
was disappointing on all platforms. While we consider our 
codes to contain good implementations of these collective 
functions, we would bop that the vendor-supplied collect- 
ive routines d d  be optimized far morc than our "generic" 
Fortran routins. Tbe results on the Paragon may simply in- 
dicate that the underlying iCC library [ 1 J needs to be retuned 
for the o m  Paragon. 

accelaatingthisprocess. 
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